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A man's completed life-work lies before us. The wealth and
variety of the total achievement, the inner consistency of a
forceful personality and the spiritual influence that emanates
from it command our respect and admiration and deserve lasting

remembrance.

Hermann Struck. This name strikes the most different chords
in the hearts of those who knew him — and these were many.

To some he is above all the artist, notably the graphic artist,
the skilful craftsman, the master of technique and the incom
parable teacher who taught his craft not only through his
example but also through the spoken and the written word.
To others he is the warm-hearted man who was always ready

to give sympathy, help and encouragement wherever it was
needed and never tired of serving the individual as well as the

community. Still others admire him as a proud, upright, race
conscious Jew, a veteran unwavering Zionist, a fighter and
leader of the movement since the days of Herzl. Yet all will
forever remember the charm of his manner, his open-hearted

friendliness, his serenity, his humorous ways which yet never
detracted from the dignity of his appearance- Such he will
live on in the memory of his generation. What will remain

beyond the limits of our time, is his creative work.

The memorial exhibition — which in these days of mourning
for the late master shall call him back once more to our midst —

offers only a selection of his artistic legacy. It is impossible
to present the whole of his work, all the pictures and sketches
as well as the more than thousend graphic plates. The most

remarkable and important of the lot have been chosen, even
this a rich and abundant treasure.

To do justice to the artist, one should constantly hold before
one's eyes the whole of his creative work. Only then the
unique continuity that marked his personality will become fully
apparent; only then it will become manifest that behind these
elusive sketches, these delicate water-colours, these pictures
reduced to the utmost simplicity of line, there was a constant

striving for the ultimate expression.

This is especially true of his landscapes. The choice of the view
point is never accidental but always directed upon some focal





point commanding the onlookers attention. Nor should the
numerous types and scenes from the Jewish world, a world in
which Struck was deeply rooted and which he embraced with

infinite love, be regarded as meie geme-for they too pursue
the essential, never the accidental. And so are his portraits
born of the same mental attitude. The spiritual contents mould

the outward appearance, shape the personality, give it form
and dignity. That is why he prefers to portray scholars and
leaders, mature men with faces furrowed and ravaged with
experience and grief. In this field where his earnestness of
approach, his deep insight and penetration are equal to the
highest demands, lie his greatest achievements. The tender lyrical
note of his small landscapes barely outlined with a few delicate
strokes — this too a melody of his Jewish-sentimental soul —

is strictly excluded from his portraits among which one would
look in vain for the feminine element. For this serene and well-
balanced man was an austere artist who never took Ills art

easily and in this as in other things realized a rare harmony
of action and creation, for both sprang from the same sensitive

and responsive soul. There is no dramatic or heroic pose, no
hollow enthusiasm or rhetoric in the whole of his work. He

always remains an honest and responsible craftsman. It is not
an accident that he preferred the small size and always felt

drawn to the graphic art, the art of black-and-white, a quiet
and intimate form where every stroke counts, every line has

a meaning.

Colour was not his true element, although he tried his hands

at it again and again. But the graphic way of seeing was so
much a°part of him that he never could get awayfrom it com
pletely for the sake of the painter’s lighter brush-work and
vigorous treatment of colour. The painter Struck always betrays
the much superior graphic artist. He succeeds best m small
delicate watercolours which, laid out in pure values, subt y

suggest the atmospheric quality of a landscape, especially the
blurred moistness of the Palestinian scenery. As the musician
usually knows how to play on various instruments yet is really
master of only one to which he gives all his love and which

is the only faithful medium for his selfexpression, so every





single field of the arts claims the whole man if he wants to
become a master.

His very peculiar sphere was that of etching. And Hermann
Struck was a past master in his own domain, not only as a
creative artist but also as a masterteacher, the guide and

preceptor of many.
Etching was the domain in which he won his fame. His
etchings reflect the whole course of his life, a rich and many-
sided life crowned with success and appreciation — which may

be called a truly blessed life.

Hayim Aaron ben-David — he signed most of his work with
his Hebrew name or else with the David star and his Hebrew
initials — was born on the 6 of March, 1876, in Berlin. His

was an orthodox family, and his father, as the present writer still

remembers him, presented the appearance of a venerable patriarch.
At the age of 19, after finishing the "Gymnasium", he entered
the Academy of Arts in Berlin where next to painting he studied
the technique of etching with Hans Meyer. The Academy of
those days, directed by Anton von Werner, could hardly
give him more than good workmanship. As his real teacher
one should regard rather Jozef Israels whom he got to know
on one of his first trips abroad and often visited in later years.

Many common traits united the famous Jewish-Dutch master
and the young Jewish beginner (hadn’t Israels like Struck, been
originally destined for a rabbinical career?) who developed at
such a pace that by turn of the century he was already an

etcher of renown.

Struck made extended travels; he early visited England.
Sweden and Italy; wandered all over Germany, the Tirol and
Switzerland; went to Paris; and as early as 1903 made his

first journey to Palestine. From all these places he brought
home innumerable sketches which he then translated into etchings.

From the very first these plates show a felicitous approach to
the specific mood of every landcape, the undefinable character
that lends expression to every single spot on earth. Many of
these early etchings are genuine masterpieces in which Struck
already displays the full measure of his skill. There is among
them a series of exquisite little plates which admirably convey
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the dreamy quality of snowy winter landscapes and belong to
his best artistic and technical achievements, for the ethereal
delicacy of dry-point and diamond etching finds here a masterly
application. The "flakiness" of the lighting that lends its
uniqueness to the atmosphere of the lagoon-city Venice is as
convincing as the radiant brilliance of the Eastern sun of his
first Palestinian landscapes illustrating the book of his
friend and travelling companion Adolf Friedemann "Pictures of
Palestine". A voyage to the New World that brought him to
Cuba and the United States resulted in a series of etchings

reproducing the gigantic outlines of the New York skyscrapers
in a manner reminiscent of Whistler and Penell yet in technique
essentially his own.

The portrait etchings of that same fruilful period bear witness
to the vigour and versatility of the artist. In 1903 Struck begins
his impressive series of portraits of prominent contemporaries —
scientists, writers, artists, statesmen, many men outstanding in
public life and especially in Jewish life. Sharp characterization,
strong vitality and convincing likeness are the main features of
these plates. Here again he creates masterpieces from the very
start which he will hardly surpass in later years, and it is truly
amazing with what ease and facility he overcomes technical
difficulties. Struck soon abandons the small-size plate for life-
size. The most celebrated among these etchings is his portrait
of Herzl which has immortalized the features of a visionary
and a dreamer, — for so did Struck see him. Many, many

others will live forever in his porlraits.

To this early period belong also many of his well-known
Jewish types. The depth of his conception contrasts them
favourably with the banality of the usual genre. The artist
obviously did not care about producing an interesting effect
but was moved to these artistic confessions by jtlie feeling of
common destiny, the sympathetic response of his heart, the deep
compassion of the Jew with the fate of his brothers.

All this successful work soon won him a spreading distinction

as a renowned graphic artist. He was elected a member of the

Berlin Secession and of the Royal Society of Painters, Etchers
and Engravers in London. His studio in Berlin became





a meeting-place for people interested in art. Moreover,
Struck who was an active member of the Zionist move

ment (his activities in this field are beyond the scope of
this essay and can only receive passing mention here, however
important a part they were of his life) liked to gather around
him representive Jews from every land. And his constant readi
ness to give help and advice had the result that from morning
to night there was in his house a steady coming and going
which made one wonder when and how he ever found time

for his work.

Yet this was not all! The enterprising art publisher Paul
Cassierer commissioned him to write a text-book of the art of

etching. This book became an outstanding success and stimu
lated the art of black-and-white both among professional and
amateur artists. It popularized the collection of graphic works
giving practical advises to the collectors for it presented the
dry material of a text-book with inimitable conversational grace;
and there is little wonder that it saw five editions in rapid
succession. "The Art of Etching" revealed his stature as a
teacher, and from then on many ariists turned to him for

guidance or joined the ranks of his pupils.

At the outbreak of the first World War, the master exchanged
the artist's smock for the field-grey uniform and soon was

promoted to the rank of officer. The War became to him —

apart from the social relief work he carried on among his hard-
hit fellow-Jews in Eastern Europe — a rich source of artistic

creation, collected in several publications. For these sketchily
treated and quickly pencilled drawings the artist makes use of
lithography, a device he had sometimes applied before and
ofien used in later years. The facile technique of drawing with
soft crayons on paper is inducive to a certain superficiality and

most of this work conveys only fleeting impressions.

His true medium was and forever remained etching, and he
knew with supreme mastery how to extract from the copper
plate a rich variety of effects. The fine sensitive line directly
cut into the metal, the sharply etched plate whtre the effect of
the corrosive nitric acid is adroitly manipulated, the "vernis moil"
which produces a softly-flowing terse pencil-like stroke — we
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find admirable examples oi all these in his work. Yet the ait
of etching is not confined to the effect of black-and-white. The
skilful handling of different techniques and sometimes their
combination and not least the difficult and meticulous art of

printing (one should read what Struck himself has to say of it
in his text-book) — all this enables the graphic artist to achieve
such fascinating colour values that the onlooker never misses

the use of paint.

Struck has demonstrated this in many of his portraits and land
scapes. He has also transposed several paintings into his own
medium in a masterly fashion. Ill the portrait of the Baron
Berger by Max Liebermann the brisk brush-strokes of the original
are rendered most suggestively; and the large picture by Israels
"Son of an Ancient People" reproduced by Struck on a huge
copperplate (90 cm hight and 64 cm. wide) is a record achie
vement were it for nothing else but the size. At the Metropolitan
Museum of New York he copied a head by Dirk Bouts —

strikingly bringing out the stern quality of the Dutch master — as
well as two fine female portraits by Petrus Cristus and Rogier
van der Weyden. On another plate the delicate flowing line
of a Domenico Veneziano is faithfully reproduced. These plates
which reveal his extraordinary responsiveness are to be valued
as re-creations rather than copies and are an enlargement of

the master’s scope. We also owe him numerous effective Ex-

Libris.

I

.

Struck often returns to the same motifs; especially in his later

years he takes up the same theme again and again. This is by
no means one-sidedness but rather the expression of his whole
mental and artistic outlook. There was something of the

researcher in him (the Jewish mentality sharpened by centuries of
Talmud study), never satisfied with a single conception of an

object and forever exploring all the possibilities of expression
it offers. In this he always strives to be as matter-of-fact as

possible, simplifying his technique to the utmost and confining
himself to small-size plates. The physiognomical re-creation of
diverse personalities (Herzl, Einstein, his close friend, and others)
engrossed him to such a degreehthat he made several variants
of their portraits, using only the clear outline in dry-point
technique without any back-ground treatment. The same tendency
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is manifest in his landscapes: Venice and Palestine are the two
poles which attract him again and again.

Yet all his love, all his thoughts and feelings belonged to
Palestine. Shortly after the first World War Struck settled in this
country. Germany, the land of his artistic successes, could not
hold him and he followed the call of his spiritual homeland.
Here he made his home for over 20 years of his life and found

a new sphere of action. What he unostentatiously achieved here,
his political and organizing activities, the manner in which his
house in Haifa became a spiritual centre whose radiation was

felt in the most different fields — all this belongs to another

chapter of his life. Even if in this period he modestly stood
back as an artist, he still remained the acknowledged senior and

strongly influenced the growing artistic life of the country.
He was himself constantly absorbed in the difficult problems
presented to the artist by the peculiar enigmatic character of
the country s nature and its people. Thus originated a large
number of paintings, water colours and plates which reveal the
struggle of a mature yet never self-complacent master — hard

working and creative up to the last in spite of illnes and pain,
and exhausting the last reserves of his strength until death
called him away on the 11th of January 1944.

Hermann Struck will have a secure place in the annals of our

nation as an artist, a man, a Jew — a Palestinian Jew. His days

were filled with work and by his work he will be remembered.

Dr. KARL SCHWARZ



1. Meran 1907

2. Reading girl 1909-10
3. Lithuanian Jew, 1916
4. Jacob Klatzkin 1919
5. The Rabbi of Klausen

burg, 1922('ent by Dr. Barth)
6. Yemenite Jew, 1923
7. Jew with red turban

8. Selfportrait 1929
9. Beduin, 1929

10. Tiberias small, 1929
11. Jew with white beard,1930
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21. Selfportrait, 1926

(lent by Dr. Barth)
22. The little niece, 1929

(pastel)
23. Head of an Arab, Heluan

1929

24. Haifa, Carmel, 2.7. 1930
25. The hills around Jeru

salem, 19. 8. 1931
26. Jerusalem, 1931
27. Haifa, Oliv-trees on the

slope, 1931
28. Haifa, 1933
29. Marienbad, The beach-

bath, 2. 9. 35
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41. Jaffa, 14. 4. 1903
42. Jaffa, 14. April 1903
43. Petach-Tikvah, 29. 4. 03
44. Theodor Herzl, Wien

27. Mai 1903
Sketch for the etching Mo.56
signed by Herzl and the
artist (lent by M, Hofien)

45. PortraitGerh. Hauptmann

NTINGS
12. Tiberias, moonlight, 1936
13. Tiberias
14. Near Tiberias, 1936
15. Haifa, Hadar with bay

and ship, 1937
16. Haifa-Bay, rose
17. Mount Carmel with

arabic viilage
18. At the Wailing wall
19. Haifa-Bay, morning, 1940
20. Mr. Selzowsky

OLOURS
30. Tiberias, 1936
31. Selfportrait (unfinished)
32. Before sunrise, Dec. 39
33. Old man in Jerusalem,40
34. Haifa-Bay, 1940
35. Jerusalem, towers and

roofs, 1940
36 View from Haifa in the

afternoon, 10. X. 40
37. “Mar Elias“ near Beth

lehem, 8. 9. 41
38. Old man in Jerusalem,

2. 22. 1942
39. The Carmel highland

from the Emek, 9, 3. 42
40. Kabibir, 1943

INGS
40. Portrait of the artist's

father, 11. 9. 1906
47. “ASon oftheAncientPeo-

ple" after the painting by
Jozef Israels. Sketch for
the etching No. 79

48. Sketch of Prof. Heinrich
Wö iff I i n, 1911, made du
ring a lecture

49. Portrait A. Einstein, 1920
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50. In the grove, 1898

51 Polish Rabbi, 1900
52. Prof. H. Steinthal, 1903
53. Prof. M. Lazarus, 1903
54. Prof. A Berliner, 1903
55. Prof. J. Goldzieher, 1903
56. Theodor Herzl (see the

sketch No. 44)
57. Prof. Herrn. Cohen, 1903
58. The Grünewald lake near

Berlin, 1903
59. Goethe's garden-house

in Weimar, 1903
00. The Cathedral of

Florence, 1903
61. Jerusalem, the tomb of

Absalom, 1903
62. Fountain near Jaffa, 1903
63. Near Jaffa, 1903
64. The tomb of Rahel 1903

65. Ruins of the crusaders,
1903

66. Gerhart Hauptmann, 1904
(see the sketch No. 45)

67. Prof. Friedr. Gernsheim
68. Jerusalem, view from

Scopus
69. Agnetendorf
70. Old Jew from Jaffa, 1905
71. The tombs of the

patriarchs at Hebron
72. Mosque at Tiberias
73 Jozef Israels
74’ Ruben Brainin

75. Interlaken, 1.906
76. Prof. Ernst Haeckel
77. Baron von Berger

(after Liebermann)
78. Henrik Ibsen
79. "A Son of the Ancient Pe

ople" (after Israels), 1907

N G S
79a "A Son of the Ancient Pe-

ople"(seethesketch No.47)
80. Jew with fur-cap, 1907
81. Theodor Herzl

82. Dutch landscape
83. Nude on a chair, 1908

84. Venice, Ca d'oro
85. A beggar
86. A Talmud scholar
87. Landscape in sommer

time, 1909
88. Schlachtensee near

Berlin

89. Venice, Bridge near the
Ducal Palace, 1910

90. Venice, view from the
Lido

91. Venice,CasaDesdemona
92. Venice, Piazza S. Gio

vanni e Paolo

93. Venice, view from the
Piazetta, 1911

94. Cologne, Old houses at
the River Rhine

95 Landsberg in Bavaria
96. A church near the

Ammer lake
97. Notre Dame at Paris

(after Meryon)
98 Schierke in winter time

I, 1912
99. Schierke in winter time

IV
100. Schierke in winter time

VI
101. Schierke in winter time

VII
102 Braunlage
103. Jew from Jaffa (see

No. 70) small version
104. New York, Isle of Liberty
105. New York, M. Rosenfeld



106. New York, Prof.Salomon
Schechter

107. Jerusalem, view from
Scopus

108. New York, Skjskrapers
seen from Brooklyn,1913

109. New York, Brooklyn
Bridge I

110. New York, Brooklyn
Bridge II

111. New York, Old Jew
praying

112. Old Jew with a white
beard

113. Florida, Palm Beach
114. Havanna
115. Old man, after Dirk

Bouts 1914

116. Theodor Herzl (% figur)
117. The patriarch
118. Prof. A. Einstein I,
119. Prof. A. Einstein II, 1921
120. Lesser Ury
121. Old Jewess
122. Old Jew from the East

123. Selfportrait 1922
124. Lake in the Tiergarten

in winter time, 1922
125. Leonid Pasternak
126. Haifa I
127. Yemenite Jew I
128. Haifa VIII
129. Yemenite Jew III

130. Arnold Zweig
131. Jerusalem, Mosque of

Omar I

132. Jerusalem, At the
Wailing Wall, 1924 (see
also the painting No.18)

133. Venice, Bridge
134. Arab II, 1925

135. A Jew from Mossul I,
1925

136. Theodor Herzl

137. Studying the Talmud IV,
1920

138. The tomb of Rahel
139. Jew from Mossul 11,1928
140. Selfportrait II. 1928 (see

the frontispiece)
141. Max Reinhardt (see

also No. 184)
142. New York, skyskraper II
143. New York, Brooklyn

Bridge III
144. A lady, after Rogier

van der Weyden
145. Yemenite Jew IV

146. A lady, after Domenico
Veneziano

147. Jewish scholar VII

148. A lady, after Petrus
Cristus

149. Haifa XIV, 1930

150. Arnold Zweig
151. Boy from the Cheder,

1932
152. Haifa XV, 1634
153. Bialik, 1935
154. Head of an old Arab

155. Jerusalem, Churwah
156. Tiberias. 1936
157. Scholar IX
158. Jerusalem, view from

Scopus, 1937
159. Jerusalem, Mosque of

Omar II

160. Yemenite Jew V,
161. Sphinx, 1939
162. Pyramide of Sakkara
163. Courtyard ofthe Mosque

at Acco, 1940

164. Selfportrait (unfinished)
1942



LITHOGRAPHIES

165a The beggar, first state,
1905

165b The beggar, ultimate
state

166. Half-length nude, 1908
167. Schabbat prayer, 1914
168. A soldier (Linoleum-cut),

1917
169. Soldier with pipe

(Linoleum-cut)
170. Divine camp-service

1918
171. Courland III

172. Wooden synagogue at
Zabludowo

173. Market place at
Bialystok

174. Wintertime in Poland

175, David Frishmann

(lent by Dr. Brody)
176. A village in Poland
177 Jerusalem, Russian

building I
178. Jerusalem, Russian

building II
179. Jerusalem, IV
180. Jerusalem, V
181. Jerusalem, VII
182. Jerusalem, IX
183. Selfportrait, 50 years

old (1926)
184. Max Reinhardt (see

also No 141)
185. Dr. Brody

(lent by Dr. Brody)
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